
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an amazon video. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for amazon video

Pay high attention to detail while managing multiple creative campaigns,
variations, and feedback from project owners
Iterate on creative approaches with a cross-functional team
Be able to understand varying audience and write in multiple voices and
styles as necessary
Understand strategy and be an active participant in ensuring the integrity of
project strategy is maintained throughout the creative process
Must be able to demonstrate effective time management - handle and
prioritize multiple projects regardless of the inevitable changing scope,
timelines, goals, deliverable
Using strong analytical and quantitative skills to ensure a deep understanding
of customer behaviour by commissioning and using data and insight provided
by the lifecycle analytics and research teams
Combining your comfort with ambiguity and your tenacity to deliver, to
conceive, design and launch initiatives
Using excellent communications and persuasion skills that achieve buy in for
resource and support
Exploiting commercial knowledge to develop business cases for offers and
promotions that will deliver incremental volume and revenue
Support development of new marketing channels and programs like
affiliates/associates, content marketing, mobile marketing, organic search,
and social
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Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science or related technical field, or 4+ years
relevant work experience
Experience building robust, scalable software
Define and operate within ad production budgets needed to support offline
and online Mass advertising plans for Video in India
Experience driving the market intelligence
Experience of analytical tools Excel, Google Analytics
Ability to analyze data quantitatively and use customer research, data and
metrics to back up assumptions and identifying opportunities


